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In the past, much research and investigations have been conducted in an 
attempt to explain some of' the discrepancies in the use of complex number 
theory as applied to alternating current circuit quantities. There has been 
a great deal of confusion and incomplete understanding of the exact nature 
of reactive power and hem it is measured. Also, no uniform procedure has been 
accepted in deciding whether reactive power shall have a positive or a nega-
ti ve sign. The application of complex number theory to obtain power has caused 
confusion in the minds of' IDa.I\Vo 
When harrnonics have been present in the circuit being considered, the 
equations for power factor and power have been found untrue and useless. In 
this thesis~ the author has attempted to show why these equations failed, and 
the geometric picture of the conditions causing this failure is presented. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Often in the early development of a particular branch or science, rules 
and regulations will be established 'Which govern the existing knowledge of the 
.field at that time. Later, however, invaria.bly many new, and sometimes rad-
ically different, aspects of the science are discovered. These newly discover-
ed truths may necessi ta.te modifications in the statement of the rules and 
regulations formerly established, and in some instances may even render them 
void and useless. For example, the development of the theory of light propaga.-
tion and the flaw of light energy is yet to be completely explained. At 
present, the use of both the Wave and the Quantum Theories are required to 
explain all the phenomena of light. This is the way that knavrledge has progress-
ed from the very earliest beginning; first, the most elementary ideas and oon-
cepts., and then, as the known facts increase, the more complex aspects are 
explained, leading to the ultimate establishment of the science on a firm and 
sound theoretical basis, the theory being substantiated by observation and 
experiment. 
The development of the field of electricity and magnetism has been no 
exception to this general rule. The first ideas were based almost entirely 
upon experimental data, but since that time more powerful mathematical tool s 
have been discovered and developed that have tended to clarify and explai n the 
wonders of electricity. Many of the presently existing ideas in the field of 
alternating current electricity are even yet inconsistent. 
The student of elementary electrical technology learns Ohm's law in the 
symbolic form I = E/R~ which is equivalent to the verbal statement tb.a.t 
2 
the current in an electric circuit is exactly proportional to the voltage 
applied to it. By assuming the truth of this statement of the lavt, the 
student is enabled to solve a large nl.llll.ber of simple-circuit problems, 
and it is not until he progresses a little further in his studies that he 
finds its applications to be limited and true only under important qual.:. 
ifioations. 
In simple metalic circuits with steady voltages, for instance, this expres-
sion of the law holds good only when the temperature of the material of 
the circuit .is maintained constant. Again., with alternating voltages and 
with inductive circuits, it is true only if the frequency is also constant. 
If the magnetic flux causing the inductance flows in iron -this interpreta-
tion of the law is not correct; even with constant temperature and fre-
quency, current is not exactly proportional to applied voltage. Further, 
Ohm's law is known not to hold in certain circuits of an electrolytic 
character. 
The discrepancy in cases like these is sometimes explained by using the 
fiction of a back EMF, but this begs the whole question. It is better to 
recognize that there are two distinct kinds of electric-al circuits, the 
one in which Ohm's law as defined above is obeyed and in which current is 
exactly proportional to voltage, and the other in which this proportional-
ity does not hold. Circuits of the f1rst class are generally said to have 
a linear impedancr; in circuits of the other class the impedance is desig-
nated non....linear. 
This paper is concerned in pointing out the inconsistencies in the meaning 
of power factor, real pawe~, reactive power, and apparent power under di.fferent 
adverse conditions. An attempt is made to explain the appearance of distortion 
power and mesh power, and more general definitions to include the possibility 
of these quantities in describing power factor and power factor angle are 
recommended. 
POWER FACTOR 
In dealing with power in different types of circuits, attention is nee-
essarily focused upon a quantity which in Electrical Engineering literature is 
termed "power factor." The question arises in connection with the definition 
., of this qu.anti ty. 
" . ·!1 • 
1 G. w. Stubbings, "Harmonics and P. F • .," Electrical Review, (June 51> 1942). 
Elementary a.c. theory is based upon the fundamental ass'Wllption or sin-
usoidal voltage wave forms and linear impedances. With these assumptions, 
current wave forms are also sinusoidal and p0ffl3r faotor is the cosine of' the 
angle of lead or lag. Because of this power factor is generally denoted as 
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cos Q• a symbol that was chosen most unfortunately. because it obscures the 
fact that in a large group of' circuits power factor is not determined solely 
by- phase angle. It is regrettable that a chsracteristic symbol ·was not chosen 
tor such an important ratio as power factor. Had this been done the inaccurate 
and unqualified identification of power £actor with the cosine of an angle 
would not have arisen and much difficulty might have been avoided,, 
It power factor is defined as the cosine or the angle between the voltage 
wave and the current wave. dif'fioulties mJ1i3 easily arise. Consider the case 
in a single-phase circuit where the current and voltage are in-.phase, and are 
sinusoids. The power .factor is obviously unity. If now the circuit is modified 
in such a manner that the third, fifth and seventh harmonics ot current are 
alloned to flaw, 1he effective value of the current is apparentl;y' increased. 
It should be recalled here that this power factor is the quantity that when 
multiplied by the product of the current and voltage waves (effective values) 
gives real or active pner. Now it is a well known tact that no increase in 
active power is e:x:perienoed in a oircui t v.hen harmonica of ei th.er current or 
voltage are introduced,, unless like harmonics of the other are present also. 
It is to be noticed that in the above example when h&rlllOllics of ttie current 
wave were introduced no phase displaceme?Iti in current resulted, and hence the 
power factor rsai:ned unity. But,, this same power !'actor multiplied by an. 
increased effective volt-amperage woul.d indicate an increase in actiw power. 
Since this is kn.cnm to be false, it is evident that an inconsistency exists in 
the definition when applied to a single-phase circuit containing harmonics in 
either the current or voltage wave formso 
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Power factor is not the cosine of the angular measure of a phase difference 
but the ratio of watts to -the product of effective values of voltage and current. 
Using accepted definitions of real and reactive powers, it can easily be shown 
that in the above example the square of the !q>parent power is not equal to the 
sum of the squares of the real and reactive povrerso If we follow certain 
suggestions end define a new type of power• distortion power, so that the square 
of til.e apparent power is equal to the sum of the squares of the realD reactive,, 
and distortion powers, i t is evident from geometric intuition that the apparent 
power is no longer in the same plane as the r eal and reactive powers 0 2 Notice 
that now, using the above definition, the power factor angle is also in a dif'..,. 
ferent plane .from the real and reactive powers, and is, in fact, in the plane 
of the apparent and real pcmerso But this violates the definition of reactive 
power, f' or reactive power i.s no longer equal to the apparent power multiplied 
by the Bine of the power factor angle, .for this is what is now called f'iciti-
tious power. 
If one now were to become so bold as to attempt to apply the above def. 
inition (the latter one) of power .factor to a pelyphase, Ullbelsnced circuit 
with nonsinusoidal conditions imposed upon the voltage and current wave fel'mB 11 
it is seen that the definition of power factor md the location of the power 
factor angle is even more vagueo For now, in addition to distortion power9 
the appearance of a. new type of power., termed mesh power 0 is noted. Mesh pow-
er being defined so that 'tne square of the apparent power is equal to the sum 
of i:he squares of the real. reactive, distortion., and mesh powers. Thus it is 
evident that the exact location of the power factor angle under these condi~ 
tions has become quite elusive, and there is ample room for speculation as to 
just what is meant 'When the tenn power factor ~le is usedo 
2 v. G0 Smith• "Reactive and Fictitious PowerD" !!. !2_ .!!., !!. Transactions. 
LII {1933), 748-761. 
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It must not be assumed that waves of' current and voltage which are not 
sinusoidal and which have no apparent angular displacement with respect to 
each other. or that dissimilar waves in which the zero ordinates occur simulta.-
neously will necessarily give power factor of unityo In fact. power i'a.ctor of 
unity can be obtained only when the current and voltage waves are exactly sim.-
ilar and have no displacemem; with respect to each othero Waves or cur-.t>ent and 
voltage that are not similar, but are not angularly displaced, produced a pow .. 
er factor less than unity. Curves of' current and voltage of relative symmetry, 
suoh as a semicircle associated with a parabola, yield their maxi:mum power 
f'aetor when their zeros occur simultaneously. Their maxi.ma, then, likewise 
ocour simultaneously. When the current and voltage waves are not of such rel-
a.tive symmetry. the maxima will not be coincident in time when the zeros are, 
and 'the maximum power factor is yielded when neither zeros nor maxima are 
coincident. ~ 
VECTOR REPRESENTATION OF SINUSOIDALLY VARilNG 
ELECTRICAL QUANTITIES 
The exact name to be applied to sinusoidally varying currents and voltages 
has been under discussion f'or a lo:og timeo The difficulty seems to have arisen 
due to peculiar characteristics of these quantities and also perhaps because 
of a lack of su:f'ficient knowledge of' just what a vector really is. The def-
initions of' vector and scalar quantities from the American Standard Def'initio~ 
of Electrical Terms are as follows: 
-
Scalar Quantity 
A scalar quantity is arr.;- quantity ,m.ich has magnitude only. The relation-
ship between any physical quantity and the unit used to measure it is 
completely described by a real number. Examples of quantities for which 
the relationship can be represented by either a positive or negative real 
number are: time, temperature, and quantity of electricity. 
Vector Quantity 
A vector quantity is a quantity which has both magnitude and dir ection. 
Examples of' quantities that are vector quantities a.re: displacement,, 
velocity, force, and magnetic intensityo 
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The most common methods of describing a vector are by means of the projec-
tions on a system of rectangular coordinates, or by stating the magnitude 
by means of spb:trica.l coordinates. In rectangular coordinates» if' i, j, 
and k represe;u;c unit vectors along the X,, Y, and Z axes ,, respectively, and 
if' V , V , and V are the scalar values of the projections of the vector 
V onxthey axes, fflen V = V72- + Vyj + Vzk 11 'Where the plus sign denotes 
addition. 
Currents and voltages are not completely described by a real number,, as 
stipulated in the definition of a scalar quantity, since they m~ have rel-
ati ve phase positions vd. th respect to ea.oh other. The error in terminology 
seems to have arisen from the fact that a sinusoidally varying quantity is the 
scalar horizonal projection of a revolving vector that is constant in mag-
ni tude and turning at a constant speed. Moreover, the sinusoidal quantity had 
both magnitude and direction, that is, it has direction in the sense that it 
is either directed in one direction or opposite to that direotiono Perhaps 
better terminology would be that the sinusoid has magnitude and senseo There-
fore, the sinusoid is in actuality a directed magnitude or line segemento Con-
sequently, the term directed line or sinor has been suggested by some authors 
as a better name instead of vector. 
A directed ma.gm. tude or line segement is what todq is called the mod-
ulus or magnitude of a complex number. Sinusoidally changing quantities are 
then in truth complex quantitieso This has been known for some time» but the 
terminology of calling thEID. vectors has persisted. 
However. in alternating ourretrt circuit theory care should be taken in 
dealing with the camplex quantities whieh arise. The impedance of an inductj.ve 
cireui t is often very glibly termed a complex quantity in one breath and a 
sinusoidally varying quantity called a complex quantity in the next breath. 
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Here extreme caution should be observed. For, 'While both these quantities are 
essentially complex quantities, they are basically different in that one has a 
characteristic frequency of oscillation -while the other is purely a complex 
number. As long as operations are performed between two impedances represented 
in complex form no difficulty is observed. Furthermore, when a sinusoid in com-
plex form is multiplied by an impedance in complex form no inconsistency is 
again found, since the "scalar complex quantity," the impedance, does not effect 
the frequency of the "vector complex quantity.'' ieeo, currento Here the term. 
"vector complex quantity'' is used to designate those quenti ties having a fre-
quency of vibration, i.e., voltage, current, and power, and the term ttsoalar 
complex quantity" is used to refer to pure complex numbers, i.e., impedanceo 
However, when two vector complex quantities are multiplied together, ioeo, 
voltage and current, the ordinary laws of multiplication of complex quan--
tities no longer holds true. Now the product of current and voltage is 
known to be power, but to obtain the correct result w1 th the two factors in 
complex tom the conjugate 01' one of the two must be usedo This i'a.ot is often 
treated as a law of nature by ~ authors and completely ignoredo The truth 
of the matter is, as has been poim.ted out by A. s. Langsdor1', that the opera,... 
tcr j is being used both as a turning operator and as a tmit vectoro Or, 
perhaps more vividly, the product of current and voltage is power11 a double 
frequency quantity, in 'Which the meaning of the operator j must be re..,defined., 
If the operation of j represented a rotation of 90 degrees vd. th respect to the 
current 8l:ld. voltage, it would now represent 180 degrees with respect to the 
power. 
Thus it is seen that in electricity there are two kinds of complex qua:n,.. 
tities; those possessing frequency 0£ oscillation and those not possessing this 
oharacteristie. Perhaps a better terminology would be to name them as used 
above• "complex vector" and "eomplex scalar" quantities. In this pa.per the 
"complex ve"Otor quantities" will be called merely vectors. and the "complex 




THE DEVELOPMENT OF MAXWELL'S DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS AND 
THE ULTIMATE LOCATIOlJ OF CURRENT AND VOLTAGE WAVES 
FROM THESE EQUATIONS 
Statement of Gauss•s Laws The total normal electrical induction over a 
closed surtaee is equal to 4 ~ times the total charge within it. A si:milar 
relation holds for the magnetic 
D 
Figure 1 
Consider the electric intensity, E, at any point A (shown in Figure 1) 
as being a vector in space. (E is defined as the force that will be exerted 
on an unit charge when placed in an electric field, 'Where both the force and 
the electric intensity are expressed in the appropriate units). Let Ebe 
resolved into components parallel to the coordinate a.xesi P parallel to oxj) 
Q parallel to OY, end R parallel to oz. Then, if P varies as motion is exper-
ienced from point A in a direction parallel to OX, which in general it would9 
its rate of change would be dP/dxo If this rate of change occurs for a dis ... 
tance dx, -then the amount of change undergone in the distance moved through 
( dx) would be ( d.P/d.x:) ( dx) • The final value of the component of E parallel 
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to OX is the sum of the original. v~ue end the change that has taken place6 
hence the value of P at the face BD (Figure 1) will be P + ~. The normal 
induction over !'ace AC is KPdydz, where K is the dielectric oonstanto Thus 
the normal induction over BD is K(P + ~)dydz. The difference in these two 
is then the portion of the normal induction over the entire surface due to 
dP dP 
faces AC and BD. That is: K(P + a:xcix)dydz - KPdydz = ~ydzo 
Now, if' faces .AB and CD are treated in e:x:a.otly the same manner as above, 
their contribution to the total normal induction is obtained as g K~dz, 
dR 
md similarly for fa.oes AD and BC the value of Ka.'zdxd;ydz results 0 If' p is 
the density of' the electric charge,, and the rectangle in Figure 1 is considered 
as being incremental in size, the total charge is pd.xdydz~ The total normal 
dP dQ dR 
induction for all the faces isi K(a.x + ~ + cTz)dzdydz. 
From. Gauss• s La:w: 
Hence 
dP dQ dR 
K(cii + dy + Tz) dxdyclz = 4 TI _pdxdydz 
dP dQ + dR 4np dx + cly dZ = --r-
For the magnetic field, ii' L, M, and N are the ca:nponents of Hj) the above 
equations in analogous form will bei 
'Where p for the magnetic case is the volumetric densi ty of the magn.eti~ pole,, 
and u is the magnetic permeability of the medi umo This is Poiss,,no s equationo 
If p be zero, the expression for the electric field i si 
(1) 
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and tha.t for the magnetic field i s: 
dL+dM+dN = O ~ a; rz (2) 
Equation (1) is frequently called the divergence of ED since it repr esents 
the rate at 'Which E changes as motion is undergone outward from poi nt A 0 Thus 




A~. ---,-d ,:,-:-i('--s 
Figure 2 
The work done in carrying a. unit pole around a closed path 
through which a current is flowing is equal t o 4 TI times t he current. By 
definition., this is the line integral around that patho This is a lso the 
curl of Hl That is., curl H = 4 TTi., where i i s the curr ent densityo 
If u., v.,and w be the components of i parallel to t he X., Y., and Z axes 
respectively., then the current flawing throught the small rectangle ABCD is 
vdzdzo If the canponent of the magnetic tield along AB i s again L~ than. a.long 
dL DC it will be L + a;dZ• The work done on a unit pole as it moves along AB 
dL 
is Ldx, and a.long CD is -(L + cfz'dz)d.x. Similarly, f or DA it is ... Ndz9 and f or 
BC (N + ~)dz. Therefore, tor the entire path ABCDg 
dL dN 
work done = Ldx - (L + cizdz)cbc - Ndz + (N + ci?1X)dz 
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dN dL 
work done = ( a::x - di) dxdz 
I£ the above law is applied, the follow.ing result is obtainedi: 
dN dL 
= (ax - rz)dxdz 
If the other two oam.ponents of the current» u and w., are treated in an 
entirely- analogous mami.er to the above procedure for v 9 the follmvi:ng group 
of equa.ti.ons are obtained for the three oomponentso 
I 
4tfu dN dM 
-
= ey .. ai 
- 4TTT 
dL dN (s)' 
= dz"' di 
.. 4-rtw 
dM dL 
= di ... dy 
CONSIDERATION OF THE ELECTROMOTIVE FORCE AROUND A CIRCUIT 
THROUGH WHICH TEE MAGNETIC FLUX IS V.ARYING 
By Farad.qt s Law., the generated counter-voltage in an induetive circuit 
is equal to a constant times the rate of change flux interlinkageso If' the 
'Wlits are properly ohosen9 the eonstant is unity11 end using a negative sign 
to sigm.fy a counter-voltage., the equation for this voltage is~ 
e = = * ( where N is the total :no:r:me.l indu©tion) 
The flux N through the rectangle (.ABCD) in the above figure i.!i> uMdxdz 
and dxdz:fiM) is the .ra;be of change of f'lux., 
dP 
If the component of E along AB is PD and along DC is again P + ciidz., 
dR 
and the components along AD and BC respectivelyi, R and R + ~,, the total 
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electromotive force, e, around the rectangle isg 
dP dR dR dP 
Pdx .. (P + a:zt1z)dx ... Rdz + (R + ~)dz lli; (- ... -)dxdz 
..,., d,i;: dz 
dN dM dP dR " Since e = - ttt' then UZft' = c!i" ... cfx' from the f'aet that 
d(uM) g = dxdzat · • e Vli th the two ©orrespondi:ng equations f'or the compci ... 
hents, L and N the follo1iv:i.ng equations are derived :i: 
dL dR dQ 
Ua:£' = air .. ct!' 
cU/i d:P dR (4) Ud"E = dz.., di 
dM dQ dP ~ = ai°.,. -ay 
In equations (3) the cUt"rent· u,, v,. and w means that an elec;tric charge 
is moving in a certain direction.,, and it is k:now.n ·that this motion ~a.nnot be 
continuous mtless the medium is an ele@tr:ic cond:uotolt"o 
CONSIDERATION OF THE PROPAGATION OF PLANE WAVES 
The electric intensity will be assumed to be the smn.e ove:!" the entire 











Let YOZ be the plane Qf the wave. The variation of the electric and 
magnetic intensities in the Y and Z directions is zero if these quantities a.re 
constant. Equations ( 4) then become: 
dL 0 ucr-c = 
dM dR 
~ = -ax 
dN dQ 
~ = dx 
and consequently L is zero or a constant. Since constant values do not enter 
" into wave propagation, put L equal to zero. 'I 
KE 
D = -4 ;r 
'Where D is the number of Faradq tubes per square centimeter. Since there are 
4 7f lines per tubeg 
4 rrn = N = KE 
dD K • dE i = cit = 4Ji it 
Expressing i in terms of its components, the following set of equations are 
obtained: 
K dP 
u = ----- . ---4 rr dt 
V = 
_!_.,~ 




4 rr dt 
Substituting these values in equation (3) gives: 
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dQ dL dN 
.. x'"ax = az = ax (5) 
dR dM dL 
... Kox = ax ai 
If L from above is zero, equation (4) reduced to value on preceding page 
and equation (5) becomess 
dP 0 Kdt = 
dQ dN 
Kc!t = dx 
c-
:KdR d.M 
---~ - dx 
• Therefore.!/ Pis zero1 and since it has previously been shown that Lis 
zero., it follows that the direction of the electric and magnetic inte11sities 
are entirely in the plane of the wave.. Since the direction of E in the YOZ 
plane is entirely arbitrary, the direction -that would give the simplest result 
would be ine logical choice for the direction of' the electric intensity. 
Therefore., the direction of E shall be chosen as parallel to the OZ direction., 
Obviously then9 Q is zero by virture of the choice of axes.!/ and it is seen 
from either of the relations: 
dN dQ 
uat' = di" 
:K;dQ dN or = at dx 
that in this case N must be equal to zero.. But, this means, since both N and 
L are zero, that the magnetic intensity lies along OYo Therfore.11 the E and 
H vectors are at right angles to each other and lie along the Z and Y axes 0 
respectively.. Sim:~e R and M are now the only components of E and H., respec ... 
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tively, the equations reduce to: 
ndM dR 
= --dt dx 
dR dM 
K'a:6' = - a:x 
Differentiating the first with respect tot and the second with respect 
to :x:, the following equations ensue: 
d2M d2a 
~ = -dxdt 
d2M 
= -d7 
Or, differentiating the first with respect to :x: and the second with respect 
tot: 
This is the form of the general equation of the motion of a plane wave. 
the direction of propagation being parallel to the axis OX, and its general 
solution is: 
2 1 
where v = Ku' and f 1 and f 2 are, of course, functions. 
It can be shown that r1 (:x: - vt), and r 2(x + vt), represents a wave that 
travels along the OX axis. The direction of propagation of r1(x - vt) is 
toward the right, or in the direction of 1:he positive X a:x:i.s, while the direc-
tion of propagation of f 2{x + vt) is toward the left, or along the negative 
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X axis. Only the forward wave, namely f 1 (:x: - vt), shall be considered here, 
and only the most important case of such a wave, specifically that in 'Which 
R and M vary harmonically. 
• 2 TT. Let R = Ro sin fix - vt) (Where A is wavelength.) 
If t = 0: Ro sin ( 2 AITx) 
Although the curve is drawn with the OX axis as reference• it must be 
understood that the value of R at all points in a:rr::, plane parallel to YOZ, is 
the same at each instant., and is represented by the ordinate of' the curve. 
If' x be increased by the length A:· 
R = Ro sin ~x + A) = Ro sin c![L x + 2TT), 
and the curve begins to repeat itself'. If Tis the period and tis the time; 
X t 
R = Ro sin 2 TI(,: - 'f") 










2Tr :x: t 
= -r- Ro Cos 2 Tf (I - T) 
2TT x t 
= - 'uA' Ro Cos 21T(X - "l" 
Integrating 'Which, the following is obtained: 
T X t 
M = ~ Ro sin (A - y)2 IT 
T l 





JJc X t 
M = ~ U' Ro sin 2 Tf (I' • "!") 
The max:1.m\mJ. value 0£ M is therefore. ~ Ro and calling this M0 • the following 
similar equation for M is obtainedt· 
POYNTING1 S THEOREM 
It is apparent that a traveling wave carries with it a tranat.- of power. 
For example, when a radio receiver picks up a wave signal a certain amount of 
power is required to actuate the receiving a.pparatusJ this energy must be con.-
tained in the wave and is propagated with it from the sending station to the 
receiving point. 
Let the eymbol P represent the energy in watts per square meter that flows 
through an imaginary suri'ace through which a wave is passing. Then P • a is 
the total power flowing out through an area a. 
Outward flow of power = cf P • da 
By the law of the conservation of energy. if there is an outflow of 
energy there must be a corresponding loss of energy within the magnetic and 
electric fields. 
Electric energy = ! f D • Edv 
Magnetic energy = t 1·B • Hdv 
Total energy = I j (B"• H + D • E)dv 
Differentiating this expression to find the rate at which this stored 
energy diminj shes gins a 
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d if Rate of energy decrease = t 2 (B ., H + D o E)dv 
Assuming, for silllplicity, no losses of electrical energy, ioeo• oonver-
sion of electrical energy into heat, the outgoing energy must equal the amount 
of energy given up by the electric and magnetic fields. 
P • da = ~f f (B O H+ Do E)dv 
P ., da = if ~(uH O H + eE O E)dv (Where D 
= eE., and B = uH) 
Peri' ornli.ng the indicated differentiation, the rigb.t..Jland portion of the 
above equation becomes & 
The derivatives in the above equation are partial derivatives0 
Using Maxwell1t s equations to substitute for the time derivatives givesi 
f [n • (V X E) - E,, • ('V:X: HJ dv 
V'lhioh reduces to: f 'V O (E x H) dv 
Since divergence is here integrated through a volume, by Gauss's 
Theorem a surface integral over the surface enclosing the volume mey be sub-
stituted for the volume integral giving: 
Now, both sides of this equation are surface integrals over the same sur ... 
face, hence the equation is obviously satisfied ifg 
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This derivation of the Poynting vector considers only the regions 'With-
out conductivity, thereby, eliminating resistance loss of energy. Had eon-
ducti vi ty been COllsidered.- the results would have been identically the same; 
the above expression holds for the Poynting vector regardless of whether or 
not the region has conductivity. 
INTERPRETATION OF PRECEDING RESULTS 
The general equations governing the action of magnetic and electric 
fields that have been d.eri ved in the preceding portion .of this thesis will 
now be studied and. analyzed to determine the relationships that exist between 
these fields and the quantities that produce them.. namely current and veltage. 
From equations ( 3) , the expressions relating the components of the cur .. 
rent and the canponents of the magnetic field are: 
y 
dN dM 
... 4 lTu = ay - rz 
-4Tiv dL dN = rz-ax 
dM dL 





Where u, v, and w are the components of' current density in the X6 Y, and Z 
direction. respectively,, as shown above. 
Now the electromotive force around a closed path through whioo. the magnet-
ic flux is varying has been shown to be 11 from equation ( 4), composed of' the 
following three components: 
ex 
dL dR dQ 
= ~ = -ay- dz 
dM dP dR 
ey = u-- = ---dt dz dx 
ez = ~ = dQ dP ax· ay 
:z 
Figure 5 
Nows to propagate a plane wave in the X direction, restrictions must be 
placed on these general equa.tionso If it is assumed that a conductor with a 
circular cross ... section, and with its longitudinal axis coincident w.i:bh the X 
axis is under consideration., then within the conductor., the mag:ni tudes of the 
E and H vectors would be constant in the Y and Z directions at a:ey- one partic-
ular time,, i.e.,, the distribution of the E and H vectors in the YOZ plane 
would be unifonn.. This would be true if the cond.uotor possessed a constant 
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value of u and K for any small volume considered, Then the space derivatives 
of E and R with respect to Y and Z would be zeroc Renee, the above equations 
for electromotive force would reduce to: 
dL dR dQ. 0 e = ucre = 
-ay- dz = X 
dI\1 d.P dR dR 
ey = ~ = dz - cti = ,s di ( 6) 
dl\1' dQ: dP dQ 
ez - ~ = ax ... "cty = ax 
And similarly for the current, the equations reduce to: 
1 dN dM 
u = --(---) = 0 4Tf dy dz 
l dL d.N l dN 
V = 
- "i"n<a:z - cix> = max (7) 
l dM dL l dM 
w = .. -(-- -) = - 4jj di 4n a.x dy 
dL Since from equation ( 6) ii ~ = 0 1 L must equal zero or a constant., and 
since constant values do not influence propagation, let L equal zero~ From 
equation (7) ; ... ~ = O; end from equation (5) -K~ = ; .. .; = O; there ... 
fore$ P = O.,, 
Now P, Q., and R and L.l'I M.l) and N were the X.l) Y, end Z components of E and 
I:I, respectivelyo It has just been sho'Wll that the X components of both E and 
H are zero; therefore 9 the E and R vectors are contained entirely within the 
YOZ plane. Also.l) e and i (voltage and current) have been shown to have no 
components in the X direction, and hence8 are contained in the YOZ planeo 
To obtain the relationship between the E and H directions., and thee 
and i directions, arbitrarily place the E axis in the direction of the Z a.xise 
Due to this orientation of a:x:es 9 obviously now Q must be equal to zero., and 
therefore., E must equal to R., since P has previously been shown to be zero. 
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From equation ( 5) 
dQ dL dN 
-Kdt = dz ... di 
and since both Q end L have been shmm to be zero, 'then E' must be equal to 
zero also. Therefore, H must now be equal to M, since both L and E' a.re zero. 
dQ From equation ( 6) ez = ax' and since Q was shown above to be zero, ez 
must be equal to zero. Therefore, the only component of the electromotive force 
remaining is ey, which from equation {6) is: 
From equation (7) 
1 dN 
T = ·m~ 
and since N was shown above to be zero, then T must be zero. 
Since u and v have both been shown to be zero., then i must be equal 
to w, the Z component. The voltage,_ current, electric intensity, magnetic 
intensity, and the £low of energy are represented below on the coordinate 






Notice that from the preceding section on the Poynting Theorem, the flow 
of energy is E x H, while from the above diagram such an energy transfer would 
involve the product i x e. Here power f low is obtained from the cross product 
of the two vectors i end e, end the resultant expression for power flow is a 
vector f rom the def:fnitionof the cross product. Moreover., it should be pointed 
out that this is i n accordance wit h the usual notions of harmonically varyi ng 
quantit i e s., for here the pmver flow is a hal':monic variation the same as the 
volt age or current ., except that it varies at a double f r equency. 
The current and vol ,;age are seen from the above deri vatiou to be in space 
quadra·t;ure with each other., i.e., ninety degr ees apart in space phase, exactly 
the same as t h e electric and magneti c intensit ies. The resul t of rotating the 
voltage vector around unti l it coincides with the current vector or f alls wi th-
in the same plane with it is to make the expression for power flow now be equal 
to the dot product of' e and i, yield an apparent scalar quantity for the power 
flow. This condit i on i s r ealized when, as i n conventional literature, the volt-
age and cur r ent waves are drawn in the s ame plane. Actually., t o b e rigorous 
i n approaching the problem, the current e.ud voltage waves shoUld be considered 
as i n separate pl anes , just as t h e elect ric and magnetic intensities are con-
sidered. Notice that i f the curr ent and vol tage are in time phase , ioe•., 
their maxima occur at the same instant during; propagation along the X axis# 
then t he cros s product will yield the s ame absolut e val ue with the two vec-
t ors in space quadrature as t he dot product would if the waves were consider-
ed to be in the same plane and the d ot product were used. This follows from 
the definitions of the dot and cross products. The cross product of two vec-
tors is a vector whose magnitude i s equal to t he product of t he magnitudes of 
the two given ve ctors and the sine of the angl e between them. The dot pr oduct 
of two vector s is a s calar which is equal to the product of the magnitudes of 
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the two given vectors and cosine of the angle between them. However, the 
signif'icant point not to be overlooked is, that the placing of the two waves 
in the same plane and using the dot product destroys, by the ordinary math-
ematical notations, the vector characteristics of the power, which it obvious-
ly should retain. Also, it is believed that if the voltage and current waves 
were considered as being in separate planes, the appearance of the mesh and 
distortion powers could be better explained. 
In the previous section it should be noted that the derivation was valid 
only for conditions within the wire. If a conductor direction was assigned to 
the diagram showing the current, voltage, magnetic and electric field inten-
sities, it would apparently be in the direction of the current flow, i.e., in 
the direction of the Z axis. The magnetic lines of flux would encircle the 
conductor and at a'l13' particular point a vector representing the magnetic field 
intensity would be d.ra:wn tangential to this circular flux line, "Which would 
appear on the diagram mentioned above as being along the Y axis. This agrees 
with the final position of the H vector as determined by the differential equa .. 
tions. From the diagram, it is seen that the flow of' energy is apparently at 
right angles to the electric and magnetic fields, which would make the flow be 
in a direction perpendicular to the circular surface of the conductor, i.e., 
along radial lines. This is precisely as it should be, for inside the conduc-
tor the only energy being transferred is the energy flowing directly into the 
conductor from the outside to furnish the copper loss of' the conductor. In 
other words, the major energy transfer takes place outside the conductor in 
the form of building and collapsing electric and magnetic fields parallel to 
the longitudinal axis of the conductor, the small amolm.t of energy for copper 
losses being furnished along th.e eonductor•s length in a continuous, distribut-
ed mamier. 
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Outside the conductor, the direction of the magnetic intensity is unchang-
ed, but the direction of the electric intensity and the Poynting vector for 
energy flow are radically dif'ferent. The Poynting Vector will have two compo-
nents; one small component perpendicular to the conductor surface to fur:cish 
the copper loss, and a large component parallel to the conductor surface to 
furnish the energy being transferred or transmitted from the sending point to 
the receiving location. The above conditions for the inside and the outside 
of the wire are represented diagrammatically below. 
1 r r rr 1 r 
c~('f'en+ 
r r rrrrr 
Figure 7 
CHAPTER III 
GEOMETRICAL INTERPRETATION OF Ao Co POWER QUANTITIES 
SINUSOIDAL SINGLE-PHASE CIRCUITS 
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It was shov.rn in the section of this paper entitled "Trigonometric Treat-
ment of A. Co Circuit Quantities" that the instantaneous real power in a lin.-
ear circuit is composed of a constant component and a component that varies as 
a double-frequency cosine wave. The real or active power is the time average 
of the instantaneous values of the active power taken over a ccmplete cycle of 
the fundamental frequency of' the alternating current. '!he time average of a 
cosine wave over a complete cycle is zero, therefore. the effective real power 
t Vmim cos Q is the constant erm., 2 - • 
In the same section of this paper mentioned above, it was shown that a 
quadrature component of instantaneous power existed in a sinusoidal circuit 
which varied as a double-frequency sine wave. Now the reactive power is the 
time average of the quadrature components of power taken over a complete cycle 
of the fundamental frequency of the alternating current. This time average of 
the sine wave is evidently zeroe Reactive power in a sinusoidal circuit is 
arbitrarily defined as the apparent power multiplied by the sine of the a:n.-
gular displacement between the voltage and current wave forms. Thus the 




Pr = Reactive pO'\'V'er = ~sinQ 2 
Active power Vmlm p = = -cos 0 2 
Vmim 
Pap = Apparent power = 2 
SINGLE-PHASE CIRCUITS WITH NOlTSINUSOIDAL CURRElTT AND VOLTAGE 
The instantaneous power is the product of the current and potential dif-
ferenoe as before in sinusoidal cirouitso However1 in this case1 its varia-
tion is not a simple sine function of time# so that the instantaneous power 
is given by an expression which includes the product of each harmonic term of 
the current by the corresponding harmonic term of the voltageo 
The active power under periodic conditions is equal to the algebraic sum 
of the active powers corresponding to the fundamental and each harmonic. The 
active power of the fundamental and each harmonic. as before 1 is the time 
average of the instantaneous values for that particular frequency ta.ken over a 
complete cycle of the fundamental frequency of the alternating current. 
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Similarly, the reactive power in a circuit with periodic current and volt-
age is the algebraic sum of the reactive powers corresponding to the fundamen-
tal and each harmonico Where the reactive power for each hannonic has the same 
meaning as in the previous section for the fundamental. The apparent power is 
the product of the effective current and effective voltage. 
With the definitions that have been chosen, the square of the apparent 
povrer, is, in general, greater than the sum of the squares of the real and re-
active powers when there are harmonics in the current and voltage wave forms 0 
Hence, i:he triangle that was used to represent power under sinusoidal condi-
tions must be modifiedo One method of doing this is to introduce a new 
quantity, "distortion power," which is so defined that the square of the appar-
ent power is equal to the sum of the squares of the active power, the reactive 
power, and the distortion po,'ler. A convenient way of visualizing the three 
power components is to construct them parallel to the three-dimensional Car-
tesian Coordinate system as shown belmva 
Fictitious pO\ver is defined as the square root of the difference in the 
squares of the apparent power and the active power. From the diagram below, 
.fictitious power is obviously equal to the square root of the sum of the squares 
of the reaotive power and i:he distortion powera The vector povrer is defined 
asihe square root of the sum of the squares of the real power and the reactive 
power. Nonreactive po1,ver is defined as the square root of i:he sum of the 
squares of the active power and the distortion power. The symbols used in i:he 
following diagram (Figure 9) are defined as follows: 
Pap = Apparent power 
P = Active power 
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Pv = Vector power 
Pr = Reactive power 
pf = Fictitious power 
pn = Nonreactive power 
Figure 9 
BALANCED POLYPHASE CIRCUITS WITH SINUSOIDAL CURRENTS AND VOLTAGES 
In dealing with this type of polyphase circuit., for example the three-
phase vrye, the definitions for single-phase circuits will hold for each phase 
of the polyphase oircuit o, However., the instantaneous power for a balanced 
three-phase circuit does not vary under sinusoidal conditions as it does for 
a single-phase circuite 
Thus a power diagram could be constructed for each phase of the poly-
phase circuit exactly as was done for the single-phase circuito The only 
types of power present would be the real power ., reactive power and, of course, 
apparent power. Therefore, the square of the apparent power would necessarily 
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be equal to the sum. of the squares of the real power end the reactive power. 
Since the diagram for this power relationship would be identical in construe-
tion to that for the single-phase case. an additional diagram will not be 
drawn in this section. 
BALANCED POLYPHASE CIRCUITS Ull'.JDER NONSINUSOIDAL CONDITIONS 
The extension of power concepts to ~ balanced polyphase circuit with 
harmonics in the currents and voltages mey- be accomplished by considering the 
circuit as separated into a group of single-phase circuits. Each of the sin-
gle-phase circuits has the same effective current and eff'ecti ve vol ta.ge as 
the others. The instantaneous power is given by a summation of the powers of 
each of the component single-phase circuits. In general, the instantaneous 
' power is not constant but will have a cyclic variation with time. The power 
diagram for this case would be the same as for a nonsinusoidal single-phase 
circuit, except the quantities of one of i:he above discussed circuits must be 
multiplied by the number of circuitso Therefore, the power diagram for this 
section will be omitted. 
UNBALANCED POLYPHASE CIRCUITS UNDER SINUSOIDAL COMDITIONS 
Again, the simplest" and most common, method of attacking unbalanced 
sinusoidal polyphase circuits is to consider the polyphase circuit as being 
composed of component single-phase circuits, with a particular point being 
taken as referenceo 
It is to be noted, however, that al though the insertion of a set of 
wattm.eters in the usual manner at the terminals of an unbalanced polyphase 
circuit gives a theoretically correct measurement of the active power in the 
polyphase circuit, the corresponding method £or measuring reactive power will 
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not give a correct result, if both the current and the potential differences 
form unsymmetrical sets. The symmetrical components IDS¥" be applied here. A 
theoretically possible but impractically complicated sequence network is re-
quired for a correct measurement of reactive power in 'this case.1 
Algebraic apparent power is defined as the maximum active power that can 
exist with the given effective values of currents in the conductors and volt-
ages between conductors. Mesh povrer has been defined as a quantity to relate 
algebraic apparent power and vector powero In the type of circuit under con-
sideration., the square of the algebraic apparent pov,er is equal to the sum of 
the squares of the active power, reactive power, and mesh power. The diagram 
is shown in one plane since, with sinusoidal variations, the distortion is 
zero., This is the vector diagram for a four-wire, three-phase circuit, -where 
the voltages were measured from the actual neutre.1. 
-------P 
Figure 10 
1 He L~ Curtis and F .. B. Silsbee, "Definitions of Power and Related Quan-
tities," Eleotrioal Engineering, (April, 1935), Vol. 54, pp. 394-404. 
Pu = Algebraic apparent power 
Pv = Vector power 
Pm = Mesh power 
p 








Ul'l'"B.ti.LANCED POLYPHASE CIRCUITS UNDER NONSINUSOIDAL CONDITIONS 
This type of circuit may be approached in m8Illler similar to that utilized 
in the preceding sections, ioe., be broken up into component single-phase cir-
cuits. There is no unique division of an unbalanced polyphase circuit into 
component single-phase circuits, since no possible separation would give a 
group of identical circuits. The vector diagram. for an unbalanced., three-wire, 
three-phase, nonsinusoidal circuit is shown on 'the preceding page0 
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CHAPTER IV 
ALGEBRAIC VERIFICATION OF GEOMETRIC INTERPRETATION 
Consider the case where a sinusoidal voltage is applied to a single-phase, 
non-linear circuito For reasons of' simplicity, all harmonics are neglected 
in current other than the third harmonico The production of a third harmonic 
current with a sinusoidal voltage form might be questioned by some, but such 
can be produced vii th non-linear circuits. 
When a sin us oidal alternating voltage is applied to a non-linear imped-
ance it is almost self-evident that, due to the nonproportionality of 
current to voltage, the wave form of the resulting current must be dif-
ferent in shape from that of' the applied pressure. A non-sinusoidal 
wave form is said to be distorted, and the distortion is due to the 
superposition on a sinusoidal and fundamental component of' normal fre-
quency, of' a number of other sinusoidal components having frequencies 
which are odd multiples of' the circuit frequency. These latter compo• 
nents, generally called harmonics, can be conceived to flow in the 
non-linear circuit simultaneously with the sinusoidal fundamental 
component, just as in ordinary circuits active and reactive current 
components are conceived to be simultaneously presento1 
Now in a circuit where the total current is composed of' harmonics as well 
as the fundamental, it is a well known fact that the effective value of the 
complex current wave is equal to the square root of the sum of the squares of 
the effective values of each individual wave considered separately.2 This 
ef'f'ecti ve value of the complex wave is the amount that an ammeter would in-
dicate if' it were placed in the circuit. 
1 Stubbing&» "Harmonic and P. F.," Electrical Review, June 5, 1942. 
2 K. v. Tang, Alternating Currents Circuits, 1st Edition, International 
Textbook Compaey, 1940, PP• .315-316. 
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Furthermore• by integrating over a cycle• it can easily be shown that a 
funu.amental voltage and a third harmonic current yield no pawer whatsoever• 
either active or reaotiveo To better explain this point let us assume (wha.t 
is conceivable. although perhaps not practically realizable) that a non-linear 
circuit allows the passage of a third harmonic component of current having an 
amplitude equal to one-half the fundamental component. when a sinusoidal volt-
age is applied to it. To produce the 60 cycle fundamental component will 
require a certain amount of power which is given by the usual power formula 
VI cos lo Now. consider the relation of the third harmonic 'Which has been 
generated by the non.-linear circuit to the fundamental component. This third 
harmonic current is continually gaining in phase on the fundamental voltage. 
and in less than a half-cyole of voltage change the harmonic current will 
pass through a complete eyole of phase change relative to the voltage. More-
over. there will be exactly three complete cycles of this current for ea.ch 
cycle of the voltage• therefore• the average power required to generate this 
third harmonic current from the source is apparently zero. However. the 
instantaneous power required to deliver this third harmonic current is not 
zero. 
In a circuit containing a third harmonic, the real power is then given 
by: 
(Real Power) 
and the reactive power is given by: 
(Reaeti ve power) 
Where t is the conjugate of E. and I is the angle between E and I 1 • The sym.-
bol Ii here refers to the amplitude of the fundamental canponent of cvrento 
In the following discussion r1 will arbitrarily be taken as the a.xis of 
reference. The symbol I 8 will be used to designate the effective value of the 
complex current wave. 
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Since the total apparent power (Pap) for such a circuit does not equal to the 
square root of the real power (P) squared plus the reactive power (Pr) squared, 
a new type of power will now be definedD which shall be designated as distor-
tion pO?rer (Pd), in such manner that the total apparent power is equal to the 
vector sum of PD Pr" and Pd o 
Pap = P + Pr + Pd (Vector sum) 
Before the third harmonic current flowed,, i.eo, when only the fundamental com.-
ponent flowed, the square of the total apparent power was equal to the sum. of 
the squares of the real and reactive povrers" and hence the distortion power was 
zero. When a ci roui t was devised to let this current flow the above relation 
no longer held truee Therefore, even though the third harmonic current does 
not produce any real or reactive power, it is evident that it is producing an 
effect that is destr oying the triangle relationship among the real, reactive, 
and apparent power 8 ioeoD distortion effect. 
It will now be assumed that the distortion power,, Pd' is due to some 
distortion current 8 Ide then: 
The above equation for total apparent power will now be investigated to deter-
mine the relative posit ions of the real, reactive, and distortion powers. It 
should here be remembered that the total apparent power was merely defined as 
the vector sum. of these three quantities. It is already known that the real 
and reactive powers are at right angles to each other, hence the remaim.ng 
problem is to locate the direction of the distortion powero 
o e I 2 2 
Pap = Eie = Ey'I1 + Ie3 
Pap = P+Pr+Pd 
Ejr 2 + r 2 1 3 = EI1Cos Q - jEI1 sin O + Eld jr 2 + I 2 = ! (I Cos 0 - jI1 sin Q + Id) l 3 E l 
E Eeje ejaQ Cos 2 0 +jsin 2 0 = 
-
= = ! Ee·Je 
(Cos O + j sin o) 2 
I 2 
3 
If Id is to be positive in magnitude, the pos:i.tive sign on the radical 
must be used since Ie is greater than I 1 o 
Id = j~ 2 + I 2 I ejO 1 3 - 1 
lrd I·\ 1 0 • I 1ejQ\ 
pd = Eid 
Id = I -j20 I -jO ee - 1e 
pd = EI e·j20 - EI e-jO e e 
pd = Eiee·jO - tI1 
0 
P = EI8 ap 
0 
Pv = EI1 (Apparent power due to fundamental) 
This equation is interpreted on the following diagram. Notice that Pap and 
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Pv are vectors in different directions, and in addition they are separated by 




TRIGONOMETRIC TREATMENT OF A. C. CIRCUIT QUANTITIES 
The ordinary manner in which most textbooks apprcach the idea. of an al-
ternating current or voltage is to represent the current e.s a sine wave and the 
voltage as a sine wave displaced from the current wave. The effective values 




From which i = I cos¢ 
i1 = I sin fl 
e = E cos (Q + ¢) 
el = E sin (Q + !) 
Here E and I are merely thought of as being directed lines drawn to scale 
such that their respective lengths represent the effective heights of the cur-
rent and voltage waveso Now then, by expanding the expressions fore and el' 
the following equations are obtainedo 
e = E(cos fb cos Q - sin¢ sin Q) 
e1 = E(sin.¢' oos Q + cos Ji sin Q) 
The two above equations follow directly from the tri.gonometric identities: 
cos (¢ + Q) = cos fi cos Q - sin ¢ sin Q 
sin(¢+ Q) = sin fA cos Q + cos fi sin Q 
Ass1.Ulling power to be given by the eA-pression 
From which 
P = e i + e1 i 1 the following equation is obtain.edo 
P = E I(cos2pf cos Q .. cos Ji sin pf sin Q) + 
E I(sin2¢ cos Q + cos tf sin fb sin 0) 
p = E I(cos2,0' + sin2.¢) cos Q =EI cos Q 
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This latter expression is recognized as being the true equation for real 
power only and contains no double ... frequency componento Since it is well known 
that a double~frequeney component of power is present in a general aeeo circuit, 
the question naturally arises as to the reason for its absence in the above 
expressione 
At this point9 the assumptions that have been made should be carefully 
studiede Particularly .o the assuJnption that P = ei + e1 i 1 is most interesting. 
As 1.rdll be easily shown in the section of this paper relating to the complex 
representation of alternating current circuit quantities, the above expression 
for power actually represents only the real power developed by the voltage and 
current and hence should be equal to the product of their effective values and 
the cosine of the angle between themD as this is quite eomm.only knawn to be 
the expression for real or true powero 
In the above computations it might at first appear that two quantities at 
90° degrees w.ith each other, ei and e1il" are being added arithematically to 
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obtain the total power, and consequently the alert reader might innnediately 
object to such a mathematical treatment. HoweverD it must be remembered that 
active power is determined by the product of' the in-phase component of the volt-
age and the curre:til:i ~ and it should further be noticed that to take the component 
of the voltage in-phase with the current and multiply this by the current is 
identically the seme as adding arithematically the product of the in-phase compo-
nents of' current and voltage along the x and y axes. 
It might be more beneficial to study the expression f'or the power at any 
given instant. 
Let v = Vm sin wt~ and 
i = Im sin (wt - 0) 
Then. p = vi = Vmim sin wt sin (wt - 0) 
p '" Vln:?m [cos Q - Cos (2wt - Q)J 
.from the trigonometric identities 
Cos (a= b) = Cos a Cos b + sin a sin b 
Cos (a+ b) = Cos a Cos b ~ sin a sin b 
p = Vm Im E n {2 0 ~ Cos Q - Cos (2wt - G) 
p = EI Cos Q .. EI Cos {2wb - @) 
p = EI Cos Q - EI Cos 2wt Cos Q - EI sin 2wt sin Q 
The last two terms on the right of the above equation are pulsating quantities 
of a double-frequency• Moreover, these same terms will average to zero over 
an integral number of cycles. The first term on the right side of the equation 
is seen to be the maximum value of the second term. These first two terms con-
stitute the instantaneous real powers as their difference is never negative. 
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Figure 14 
The term Em./m sin 2wt sin Q is the instantaneous reactive power. It 
obviously has equal positive and negative loopso It represents the oscillating 
energy between the generator and the inductive or capacitive reactanceo This 
Vm Im d Vm Im power .fluctuates between 1 2 sin Q an - 2 sin O" ... and hence has an 
average value of zero. 
When 2wt is an odd multiple of' TT., the value of the instantaneous real 
power is 2 VI Cos Q ., When 2 wt is an even multiple of TI s, the real power is 
zeroo Thu~9 the real power fluctuates between O an.d 2 VI Cos G., and hence has 
the avera~e value of VI Cos Ge 
It should be ero.phasized that the above discussion refers to components of 
the resultant power waveo These components do not exist a.s separate entities, 
but they are convenient components to consider for purposes oi' analysis. Actually 
a single power wave as determined by the equation 
P = EI 0Qs G - EI Cos 2 wli Cos Q - EI sin 2 wli sin Q 
is the only wave that has physical existance0 1 
1 R. M. Kerchner and Go Fo. Corcoran., Alternating-Current Circuits., 




CO:MPLEX REPRESENTATION OF A. C. QU.AliJTITIES 
Immedi~tely after the development of complex number theory by Argand$ this 
theory was applied to alternating current circuits by Steimnetz., Hovrever., in 
the rapicl application of the complex number theory to aoc .. circuits subsequent 
to the original efforts of Steinmetz, several inconsistencies have developed. 
For example., a sinusoidally varying current and a constant impedance are both 
spoken of as "vectors., u Yet, immediately after calling these quantities "vec-
tors, 11 authors of most elementary tex-bs promptly begin to perform operations 
with these quantities unknown in the algebra of true vectors. Moreover., after 
defining a peculiar type of product for the above mentioned basically different 
quantities in order to obtain the desired result, the correct one, in one in-
stance, it has been found that to secure the desired result in other cases a nev; 
type of product had to be arbitrarily introduced, namely the substitution of a 
conjugateo Most authors blandly justify this violation of basic mathematical 
laws by the observation that such a substitution is necessary to yield the 




If a sinusoidally varying voltage is applied to the above circuit. it is 
a well kn.awn i'aot that the resulting current will also vary in a harlllonic man-
ner. Following the usual procedure, let the effective value of' the current be 
represented in a complex manner as: 
I = A + jB (j = ;:;. ) 
and Z = R + jX 
Then E = IZ = (A + jB )(R + jX) = AR • BX + j (BR + AX) 
Let C = AR• BX, and D = BR+ AX 
Then E = C + jD 
Therefore P = EI = (A+ jB)(C + jD) = AC - BD + j(BC + AD) 
P = A(.AR • BX) - B(BR + .AX) + j ~(.AR • BX) + A(BR + .AX)] 
P = A2a .. B2R - 2ABX + j~R + X(A2 - B2il 
Note that Mod. (I) = j(A2 + B2) . 
or Mod& (I) 2 = A2 + B2, where Mod. (I) refers to the absolute 
magnitude 0£ the effective value of the current wave. 
Now consider: 
P = i E, where I is the conjugate of (I) 
P = (A .. JB) (C + jD) = AC + BD + j (AD - BC) 
P = A(AR - BX)+ B(BR +AX)+ j~(BR + AX) - B(AR - BX~ 
P = (A2 + B2)R + jX(A2 + B2) 
In the above complex representation a harmonic function, I, end a. constant 
impedance, z, were both represented by the same notation. It is seen that the 
ordinary product of' these two quantities, I and Z; yielded the correct value 
for the voltage drop across the circuit. However, when this value of E so 
found was used further as a multi plier of the current to find the correct ex-
pression for power, Pa the result obtained did not represent either real or 
reactive power, in i's..et8 had no known physical significance. When the con.-
A COMPREHENSIVE STUDY OF ELECTRICAL POWER QUANTITIES 
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jugate of I, A~ jB8 was used as a multiplier of E, the resulting expression 
was found to be the kno,ni correct equation for powero To the student of science, 
the question is at once posed as to what .fundamental reason should the above 
phenomena be ascribed& 
At this point one must become rigorously critical as to the exact nature 
of' the symbol or operator which was termed j., In mathem.atics 9 a:rry real number 
along the X axis v,1hen used in conjunction with the operator j., or multiplied 
by the number set {O., l)a is said to be relocated along the positive imagi-
nary axis the same distance from the origin as before. In other words., to op-
erate on a complex number a + jb with the symbol j, rotates the complex number 
90° in a counter-clockwise direction., making a new complex number -b + ja. 
Now, in applying the j operator to alternating currents and voltages, care 
must be observed as to the proper interpretation of' j o 11\Jhen I was multi plied 
by Z to obtain Es the voltage so obtained was of the same frequency as the cur-
rent., Therefore, as far as E e..nd I are con.cernedJI the operator j has the same 
meaning for each8 since a 90° rotation in the Argand Plane would be interpreted 
as a quarter-cycle displacement of the sinusoidal waves along the time ax:i.s., 
But, notice that in multiplying E and I to obtain power, a quantity with a fre-
quency twice that of the voltage or current makes its appearance as shown in 
the section of' this paper entitledll ''TrigCKlOmebric Treatment of A. c. Circuit 
Quantities." Now, a displacement of' 90° alon.g the time axis for the current 
or voltage would represent an 180° displacement for the double-frequency powere 
Therefore s if an operator is to be used to indicate a rotations one must 
rem.ember that this operator will have a meaning that will depend upon the 
frequency of the quantity in question., In fact, it might be well to use a 
different operator to use in conjunction with each dif'.ferent frequency. These 
operators would then have the sa:me meaning; when applied to their :fundamental 
.frequency, as is ordinarily associated with j as used lll'i th its fundamental. 
Let f 0 be the frequency corresponding to which j has a meaning of a 90° 
counter-clockwise rotationo At a frequency of 2 £0 , j would then mean a 
rotation of' 180°. If a new symbol, 1., is used to represent a rotation o:f' 90° 
at a frequency of 2 £0 ll then obviously 12 is equivalent to j. Similarly, if 
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m represent a 90° rotation at a frequency 3 f O ll then m3 is equi va.lent to j., The 
following table is thus derived~ 
Operat.~:i:: Rel a ti.on t.2._j_ 
f 0 j 
2 f 0 1 12 = j 
3 f 0 m m3 = j 
4 ;f' n n4 = j 0 
5 f 0 p p5 = j 
6 £0 r r6 = j 
7 f s S7 = j 0 
The above table gives the relation that would exist between j and the other 
operators that represent a quadrature rotation for their particular frequency. 
The idea of using other operator for higher frequencies is not altogether 
foreign to students of Electrical Engineeringo For example, when dealing with 
electrical machines with more than two poles, we distinguish between 11eleotrical" 
and mechanical degreeso With a slight extension, the saJne idea holds in the 
above discussion. That is, a second harmonic obviously passes through twice as 




Any unbalanced three ... phase system mey. for purposes of analysis, be divid-
ed into three balanced systems., This was shown in the original works or 
Fortesque., published in the A. I .. E .. E., magazine in 1918., 
Let Va, Vb, and Ve be the unbalanced phase voltages in a three-phase system. 
Then, similarly., let Ia., lb, and Ic represent the corresponding unbalanced phase 
currents. Now., in dividing the given unbalanced system into three balanced 
systems; it is found that, two of the balanced systems are of opposite phase rota-
tioJ;J., while the third balanced system involves no phase rotation. Consequently., 
these three balanced systems are referred to in such a manner as to indicate 
the phase rotation by which they are characterized., with respect to the phase 
rotation of the original given unbalanced systemo The balanced system having 
the same phase sequence as the original "tmbalanced system will be called the 
"positive sequence network, 11 and vvill be de signa.ted by the symbol ABC. The 
other oppositely rotating system w.i.11 be termed the "negative sequence net-
work," and, similarly, will be referred to by the s:yin.bol A<JB. Since the remain-
ing balanced system has no rotating characteristics, it will be called the 11 zero 
sequence networko" 
The subscripts 1., 2~ and O will be used to ref'er to the positive sequence, 
the negative sequenoe, and the zero sequence., respectively. In a similar manner 
the subscripts a., b., and o will be used to refer to phases A, B, end c., respec-
tively., 
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Since the sum of positive sequence qua:ntities or the sum of negative se-
quence quantities for all three phases is zero, the total vector volt-ampere 
imput :f.'or arty' three-phase load, whether balanced or unbalanced, is 
It is to be noticed that the only terms that contribute to the total vector 
volt-amperes are those in which the sequence orders of the potential and the 
current are the sameo Thus posi·ci.ve sequence and negative sequence currents 
produce no power, either active or reactive., in the circiti.t as a whole., al .. 
though they do contribute to the power of each of the individual phases. That 
is to say, they contribute to the unbalancing of the circuit by increasing the 
power in one phase above the average power and decreasing the povrer iri another 
phase below ·the average power, i., eo,, above and below the zero sequence compo-
nent of power" 
If the load is balanced, v1 and I 1 have a definite value and the other 
quantities are zero., The imput per phase is V1 oir The postive sequence 
voltages and the negative s~quence currents produce no power, in the whole cirm 
cuit"' either active or reactive., They do contribute to the power of each phase. 
lffhen voltages or currents are unbalanced,ll they contribute to the unbalancing; of 
the circuit., 
PHASE POWER EQU.ATIONS 
0 
Pa = Vala 
Here the vus are all conjugates; the symbol not being used due to lack of appro-
priate capacity of typewriter. 
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Where a is merely a rotational operator indicating a rotation of 120 degrees. 
The operator is entirely analogous to the j operator cormnonly used to indicate 
a rotation of 90 degrees. 
Pb = (V1I1 + V2I2 +Volo)+ (a2VOI1 + a2V1I2 + 
+ (aV2I1 + aVoI2 + aV1Io) 
Pc = (V1I1 + V2I2 + Volo) + a2(V2I1 + VoI2 + V1Io) 
+ a(VoI1 + V1I2 + V2Io) 
Pa = PO+ pl+ P2 
Pb = Po+ a2P + 1 aP2 
Pc PO+ 2 aPl = a P2 + 
But P1 (1 +a+ a2) = o, since this represents three equal vectors 120 de-
grees aparto Similarly., P2(1 + a""' a.2) = o. 






Pa = Po+ OM 
Pb = P0 + OQ 
pc = Po+ ON 
But, Om+ ON+ OQ = o, since the sum of three vectors which form a 
closed triangle is zero. Then, 
Pt = Pa+ .Xb + P0 = 3 Po+ OM+ OQ + ON = 3 Po 
Pt = 3 Po (Total active power) 
Active power is always zero sequence. 
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In the above derivations the power quantities were treated as vectors, 'Which 
they actually are. That is to sq, the different power components possess both 
magnitude and a definite phase relationship to each other, in other words direc-
tion, which is the definition of a vector. In using the different phase-powers 
in the above figure as vectors, the same result was obtained for algebraic appar-
ent power as in the previous ce.se using the idea of symmetrical components. That 
is, the above figure is merely a means of representing in a valid manner the 
known correct results obtained by the symmetrical components,. which requires that 
the different powers in the different phases be considered vectors. 
Since the theory developed int he foregoing discussion is primarily design-
ed for the solution of unbalanced circuits, there should exist some procedure 
of using symmetrical components to solve for the magnitude of the mesh power in 
such a circuit. In fact, this should be the power per phase produced by the 
positive or negative sequence voltage and the current of opposite sequence, 
since it is the inter-action between these voltages and currents of unlike se-
quence that produces the unbalance in the circuit_ in a mathematical sense. 
Moreover, there might arise under different physical conditions some 
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speculation as to the identH,"Y' o:f' the different sequence currents and voltages. 
In the previous development, it was merely shown. that a given set of unbalanced 
vectors spaced 120 degrees ape.rt could be represented by the sum of not more 
then three sets of vectors, two sets being balanced sets of opposite phase rota-
tion end the third being a uni-directional set of equal magnitude. No attempt 
was made to formulate a ciroui t in which these sequence quantities might actually 
exist. 
For example, consider an unbalanced three-phase, wye connected load placed 
upon an alternator 'With a grounded neutral. If the neutral point of the load 
is ungrounded., then the system oe.n be represented by the positive and negative 
sequences. But, suppose that the neutral of the load is grounded, then the 
ground current ( that in the neutral) is the zero-sequence current. Now, sup-
pose the load is adjusted to balanced conditions; a natural current may still 
flow. For example, consider the load as being wye connected transformer; it 
is a well known fact that a third harmonic of exciting current will flow if the 
neutral of the primary is grounded, because of the non-linee.ri ty of the mag-
netization curve and the effect of distortion of the hysteresis loop. 
CHAPTER VIII 
APPLICATION OF QUATERNIONS TO POWER 
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It was showu in the section of this paper dealing with the geometric in-
terpretation of generalized power in a.c. circuits that the power £actor a:ngle 
is an angle between the real or active power and the vector apparent power. 
This, of course, implies that the power factor angle is, in general, an angle 
in space., that is, it is not in. the same plane as the real and reactive powers. 
Obviou.sly, then, to com.pletely describe power in the general sense would re-
quire the use r£ £our dimensions e For example, the .f'our dimensions could be 
either real, reactive, distortion and mesh powers, or they could be composed 
of three of these and the space-angle, i.e., power factor angle. This idea 
could perhaps be represented by quaternions. 
A quaternion is essentially an operator; it is a magnitude and a turning 
factor. A quaternion expresses the relation between two vectors. The mag-
nitude consists of the ratio of the absolute magnitudes of the two vectors. 
The turning factor is an operator which operates upon one of the vectors, 
turning it into the path or line of action of the other vector. Consider two 
vectors M and N. Suppose further that l.! is r times as great in magnitude as 
N. Also, assume that the two vectors are directed in different directions. 
the angle between their lines of action being an arbitrary angle Q. Then M = 
rBgN• where BO represent a rotation of Q degr6es from N toward M. This rota-
tion., of' course6 takes place in a plane. That is, the operator BO rotates the 
vector N from its original position until it coincides with the direction of 
vector M., the plan.ear rotation taking place in the plane M.-N. 
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Also, the reciprocal relation to the foregoing 000.1 be vrritten as N = 
-Q Q 
:y'rB -- M. Here B"' merely represents a rotation through the same angle Q and in 
the same plane, but "the rotation occurs in a negative sense to the proper 
direction of measuring o. In addition, the relation M,/N = rBO ma;r be written. 
In other vrords, BO rotates vector N into line with vector M and then the mul-
ti plier r makes them equal in magnitude just as the operator had made them have 
the same e.ngle. 
Now, Q was any arbitrary angle, and hence could be either O or 90 degrees. 
In fact., the operator BQ may be broken into two component parts, one which 
rotates zero degrees and the other which rotates ninety degrees. The proper 
multiplier r would have to be associated with each of these rotating factors. 
Therefore, BQ = cos Q x BO+ sin Q x B900 , or, in event the magnitude is 
not unity in general rBQ = r cos Q + r sin O B900 • The zero angle operator 
is omitted because it has no effect upon the quantity upon which it operates. 
If we use symbols to designate the r cos O component and a different symbol to 
represent the r sin O component, say p and q respectively; then rBO = p + 
qB 
90° 
• pA + qB90Ao ·where the relation between p and q, 
and r and G are given by r = /(p2 + q2) ' and Q = arc tan (p/q) o 
From the above discussion it is seen that a quaternion is in reality 
composed of two parts, a scalar part and a vector parto The scalar part in 
90° the above derivations and definitions is p.,. and the vector part is qB • 
Example:, 
Let E represent a sine wave alternating electromotive force in mag-
nitude and phase and let I denote the alternating current in magnitude and 
phase that would flow if the sine wave electromotive force were applied to the 
terminals of a series resistance-inductance circuit. Then E = (r + 2 x 3 0 14 
0 
f'L.B 90 )I. Where r is the resistance of the circuit in ohms, L is the inductance., 
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r is the frequency of alternations per second• and I denotes the axis of the 
plane of representation. 
E = rI + 6.28 fLB900 I 
Thus 11 the operator which transforms the current into the voltage is a qua,.. 
ternion and the inductive rea.ctanee is the vector part. 
To determine the components of ·the reciprocal of a quaternion., consider 
R = (p + qB90o)A 
Then A 1 R = 
p + 90° qB 900 
A p - qB . . = s ,r· R 
{p + qB90 ) (p • qB90 ) 
90° 
A = p ... qB R 
p2 + q"2 
A 
= G2 !;z- ~ g BOO} p + q2 
Example i: 
Consider the same application as considered in the previous example. Sup-
pose that it is dssired to obtain I in terms of E., 
90° E = ( r + 2ffTfL x B ) I 
[. r 21T£L .90~ 
I = L'."2 + (2TffL)2 - .,2 + (Zll~)2 B JE 
.ADDITION OF CO.AXIAL QUATERNIONS 
If the ratios of each of several vectors to one particular vector are known, 
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t.."1.e ratio of their resultant to the same reference vector is obtained by taldng; 








(pl+ ql x B90o)A 
(P2 + q2 x B90o)A 
• 6 • • 
• • • • 
" 
.. •· • 
Consider a circuit composed of a number of simple R-L circuits connected 
in parallelo 
~I 
PRODUCT OF QUATERNIONS 
The quaternion which cnages A to R1 is obtained by taking the product of' 
the quaternion which changes A to R 'With the quaternion which changes R to R1 o 
If 
and 
then 1 1 90:-i + (pq + p q)B JA 
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Notice that the complete product is the product or the magnitudes, and also the 
product of the turning factors. The angles were added because they were indices 
of the common base B. 
QUOTIENT OF TIVO QUATERNIONS 
The quaternion which changes R to R1 is obtained by taking the quotient 
of the quaternion which changes A to R1 by the quaternion which changes A to 
If R = rBQA = (p + qBgoo )A 
Rl 1 (pl + q1B90°) A and 
-
r 1BQ A = 
then Rl = ~lB(al - Q)R 
Rl (pl + qlB90°) 1 9tr"' R = 
p + qB 
Rl 
= 
(pl+ qlB90°)(p _ qB90..:i R 
p2 + q2 
.il'.R l qq1) + 1 l) 90° Rl + (pq - p q B = 
p2 + q2 
PRODUCT OI~ TWO VECTORS 
In the fallowing pare.graph are ·bhe rules commonly associated with the 
vector algebrao These vectors products play an important role in the field of 
applied mathematicso .AirJ' general vector in three dimensions is represented by 
its components along the coordinates of the rectangular Cartesian Coordinate 
system. The component or the magnitude of the vector along each of the three 
axes is multiplied by the appropriate unit vector., and the sum of the three 
vector cornponents then obviously gives the original vector. The unit vectors 
along the X., Y, and Z axes shall be designated by i, j, and k respectively. 
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The product of two vector means to take the product of their magnitudes 
and direct this product in the direction normal to the plane of the two vectors 
in the direction th.at a right hand screvv would advance if the screw be turned 
from the first vector in the product toward the second vector in the product. 
Then, obviously, ij is k, and ji is -k. Also, j2 isl, and similarly for the 
squares of the other two unit vectorse The following table completely describes 
all possible products of ·bhe three unit vectorso 
i2 is 1 i is 1 
ij is k jk is i ki is j 
ji is "'k kj is . =1. ik is -j 
The square combination of the unit vectors give quantities which are in-
dependent of direction, and consequently are summed by simple additions 
The physical meaning of the above rules is made clearer by considering 
an application to the dynamo and the electric motor. In the dynamo, three princi-
pal vectors have to be considered: the peripherial velocity of the rotor con-
ductors at an instan·b., the s-t:;rength or intensity of the magnetic field and the 
vector representing electromotive forceo The vectors representing the three 
electrical quantities above are orthogonal vectorse Therefore, by proper 
ori.entation1 they can be located in the Cartesian coordinate sys-t;em. Frequently 
all that is required isl) given two of the directio1:i.s, to determine the third. 
Suppose that the velocity of the conductor is ill m1d the direction of the flux 
is j» then the direction of the electromotive-force is k. The above formula 
ij is k becomes 
velocity x flux is electromotive-force. 
From which it easily follows that 
flux x electromotive-force is velocity 
and electromotive-force x velocity is flux 
The corresponding equation for the electric motor is 
current x flux is mechanical-force 
From which by a. cyclic permutation as bef'ore 
flux x force is current 
force x current is flux 
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In most elem.etary courses in electricity the student is taught a thumb-
and-i'i:n.ger rule in order to remember the above relations« The fol"'mule. 
velocity x flux is electromotive-force is much handier and easier to remember 
than any thumb-an.d-:f'ing;er rule, for it compares the three directions directly 
with the right hand screw·., 
Example: 
Suppose that the electrical conductor is so orientated that it is per-
pendicule.r to the plane of tre paper and its velocity is toward the bottom of 
the sheet. Further$' suppose that ·the direction of the magnetic flux is toward 
the left of the papere Corresponding to the rotation from the velocity to the 
flux, a right ha:n.ded screw would advance into the paper; that then is the direc-
tion of the electromotive-foroe6 Noticej particularly5 that since velocity 
appears first in the product, we must turn the screw from the velocity into 
the direction of the flux. 
On the other hnnd, suppose that the direction of the current along the 
conductor is in a direction directly out of the paper toward -bhe reader and 
perpendicular to the plane of the papere- Again, assume the flux to be to-
ward the left., Corresponding to the rotation current-flux., a right handed 
screw would advance toward the bottom of the page., whioh,therefore, must be 
the direction of the mechanical force which is applied to the conductoro This 
is the generator pri:nciple; the example above was the motor principle., 
COMPLETE PRODUCT OF TWO VECTORS 
A = 
These are two general three-dimensional vectors, not necessarily of the 
same physical kindc Their product is then 
JlB = (a1i + a2j + a3k)(b1i + b2j + b0k) 
= a1b 1i 2 + a2b 2l + a 3b 3k2 + ~b3jk + a 3b 2kj 
+ {i;_b2 .. a2b1)k 
= albl + a2b2 + a3b3 + ~ a2 a.3 
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b1 b2 b3 (determinant) 
i j k 
Thus the total product breaks up into two partial products, namely!) a1b1 + 92b2 
+ a 3b3, which is independent of direction11 and a.1 a2 e.3 
b1 b2 b 3 11 which has a 
i j k 
direction nor:mal to the plane of the two original vectors, A and Bo The first 
part is called the scalar part, and the latter~ the vector partG 
If one oan think of the scalar part as being; represented along some real 
ax.is, then the foregoing; total product would very aptly represent the total 
power in en a.<h circuit., For example, the real part is the expression for 
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active power» the other three could perhaps be thought of as representing; "!:;ht<~ 
reactive powers, the distortion power and -the mesh powere 
P = VI = P + Pr+ pd+ Pm 
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CHAPTER IX 
REPRESENTATION OF ELECTRICAL QUANTITIES IN HILBERT SPACE 
While solving integral equa.tion in. connection with physical problems, 
Hilbert initiated what is now cnuled a sequential Hilbert Space., Many other 
mathematicians developed the theory of these spaces and applied it to problems 
of mathematics and mathematical physicso They introduced different kinds of 
Hilbert spaces that are called today different realizations of the Hilbert space~ 
It was only at the end of the third decade that J e von Neumann laid down a basis 
for the unified theory of the spaces developing the theory of the abstract Hil-
bert spaces Since then the theory has undergone a great development in itself 
as well as in its applications to other branches of mathematics and mathematical 
physicso 
Hilbert space appears as a generaliz~tion of then-dimensional Euclidean 
or unitary spaces for n as n approaches infinity., The n-dimensional Euclidean 
spac.e is a space whose points P are in a one .. to ... one correspondence with all 
sequences of real nu.mbers (the coordinates of P)& The symbol* shall be used 
to denote a one-to~one correspondanceo 
The distance of two 
P * (X1, x2, X3a ooo» Xn) 
points P * (Xie), Q * (Yk), 
~yl - X1)2 + (Yz - Xz)2 + 
fork = 1, 2, 3, •o•, n 
. { 
•••• + (Yn - X,,)~ 
The abstract Hilbert space is based upon notions familiar in the classical 
vector=calculuse Recall here briefly these notions as they are used in an r-
dimensional space. ·~ 
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T'<,vo points of the space P<.-+(xk) e.11cl Q ~(yk) give rise to a vector PQ = u 
w:i.th origin P and end-po.int Q. The components of the vector PQ. are the differ-
Two vectors are equivalent ·when their 
coordinate:, are equal. Consequently., ea.ch vector is equivalent to a vector 
u = OP wi t;h ori gi.n at 0 ( 0 11 0,, 0., e Ga, 0). The coordinates of the vector 
u - OP are the same as those o:f.' the point P~ 
DBI"INI'l'IOH OF 1\DDITI01T g 
MULTIPLICATION BY A N1JMBER a: 
SCALlJ?. PRODUCT (u., v): 
(u., v) 
If x and y are complex 
= 
= 
(real x & y) 
The irnalar prod:i.wt 5.s :n€nrer negativc-i and is = 0., if.,, and only if.,u = O., 
i.ee., 1l = zero vector (o, o., o., 8'. $' 0) 0 If u ::: OP and X = OQ, then 
the vec·tor Pq is equi ,ralf.mt tov- u., The dista.YJ.ce from P to Q is 1 V - u I· 
.rm:y- point in Euclideo.n space cen then be :represented by a vector from the 
origin to ·!;he point in qu.e~1tion$ 
An al terne.ting voHage source that cont a.ins harmonics of the order n will 
now be considered., If this voH,age is applied to a circuit then currents of' order 
corresponding to the voltage harmonics 1,vill f'low, end if the circuit is non-
linear tb,is may further affect the current harmonics., Now it is a well la1ovm 
fact that if a voltage wave contains harmonics, the effective value of the 
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E = Gi2 + E/ + ... , + En2]~ and simila>'ly £or resultant complex wave is 
the current I = '~12 + 
either real or complexo 
2 21!. I 2 + o o o ,s, + In J e These values of Ek and Ik may be, 
Now it is evident that the two above equati.ons.,define 
E and I as two points in the abstract Hilbert space, ioeoa E represents the 
vector OE end I represents the vector Ole 
The product of E x I represents in the ordinary sense vol"\:; ... amperes., By 
integrating over a half-cycle it can be shown that a voltage and a current of 
a different integral frequency will furnish no net power.. That is to say that 




Progress is a continual struggle between the destruction or modification 
of' the old and the development and growth of the new. In t his paper the inad-
equacy of the old definitions of power factor, real power, reactive power, and 
apparent power when considering non-linear and unbalanced circuits has been 
disoussedo Conventions and rules once established and written into textbooks 
are difficult and time consuming to changeo However., it is the author's opin-
ion., should the conditions merit such., that the further growth and development 
of the field of electricity should not be shackled and impeded by the adherence 
to partially inconsistent and inadequate rules and conventions. 
It is not recommended here th.at the old definitions be completely discard-
ed., in fact the d.ef'ini tions or real and reactive power could possibly be retain-
ed, but the def'ini tions of' pmrer factor and total apparent power should be 
adjusted to fit the more general types of circuits rather than the simple sin-
usoidal ciroui ts under balanced conditions. Further, the concept of' mesh and 
distortion powers should evidently be incorporated into textbookso This would 
at least v1arn the student of' elementary electricity of the possibility of the 
right triangle relationship among the different types of' power being false. 
There are probably some 'Who would argue the unpraotica.lity of' furbher 
complication of the theory of' aoco circuits, especially from the viewpoint of 
the practical engineero This argument is ill-found.ado For, should the con-
cepts be extended, the practical engineer would be in no greater dilemma than 
he is at present even ii' he knew nothing of the extension. as he could continue 
68 
using his old practices without undue change., Moreover, individuals not having 
the capacity to extend their knowledge and change their ideas do not deserve 
the title 11 engineero" 
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